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Synaptic organization of visual space in primary 
visual cortex
M. Florencia Iacaruso1†*, Ioana t. Gasler1* & Sonja B. hofer1

How a sensory stimulus is processed and perceived depends on the 
surrounding sensory scene. In the visual cortex, contextual signals 
can be conveyed by an extensive network of intra- and inter-areal 
excitatory connections that link neurons representing stimulus 
features separated in visual space1–4. However, the connectional 
logic of visual contextual inputs remains unknown; it is not clear 
what information individual neurons receive from different parts 
of the visual field, nor how this input relates to the visual features 
that a neuron encodes, defined by its spatial receptive field. Here 
we determine the organization of excitatory synaptic inputs 
responding to different locations in the visual scene by mapping 
spatial receptive fields in dendritic spines of mouse visual cortex 
neurons using two-photon calcium imaging. We find that neurons 
receive functionally diverse inputs from extended regions of visual 
space. Inputs representing similar visual features from the same 
location in visual space are more likely to cluster on neighbouring 
spines. Inputs from visual field regions beyond the receptive field 
of the postsynaptic neuron often synapse on higher-order dendritic 
branches. These putative long-range inputs are more frequent and 
more likely to share the preference for oriented edges with the 
postsynaptic neuron when the receptive field of the input is spatially 
displaced along the axis of the receptive field orientation of the 
postsynaptic neuron. Therefore, the connectivity between neurons 
with displaced receptive fields obeys a specific rule, whereby they 
connect preferentially when their receptive fields are co-oriented 
and co-axially aligned. This organization of synaptic connectivity 
is ideally suited for the amplification of elongated edges, which are 
enriched in the visual environment, and thus provides a potential 
substrate for contour integration and object grouping.

Understanding the mechanisms of sensory processing requires 
uncovering the precise relationship between synaptic connectivity and 
function of neurons in cortical circuits. Local connectivity between 
neurons follows certain rules. For example, neighbouring layer (L)2/3 
pyramidal neurons in rodent visual cortex preferentially connect if 
they receive common synaptic input5,6 or if they respond to similar 
stimulus features within their receptive fields (RFs)7–10. However, the 
rules of long-range synaptic connectivity remain poorly understood. 
A substantial fraction of the synaptic inputs a cortical neuron receives 
originate outside its local network11 and, in sensory cortices, many 
inputs stem from neurons representing distant topographic positions1,2. 
Long-range lateral projections in cat and primate primary visual cortex 
(V1) preferentially (but not exclusively) link orientation columns with 
similar preferences2,12–14, and in some species these extend along the 
axis of the retinotopic map that corresponds to their preferred stimulus  
orientation13,15,16. While these studies reveal a degree of functional 
specificity of long-range projections, at least in animals with cortical 
columns, it is still unclear what repertoire of visual information a single 
neuron receives from the extended visual scene, and how this visual 
input relates to a neuron’s preference for particular visual features. 

This knowledge is important for uncovering the circuit mechanisms 
of contextual processing and related perceptual Gestalt phenomena, 
such as integration of contours and object grouping in the visual 
environment17,18.

To determine the visual response properties of synaptic inputs onto 
neurons in mouse primary visual cortex (V1) we used two-photon 
imaging of calcium signals in dendritic spines19–21 on L2/3 pyramidal  
cells sparsely expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator 
GCaMP6s20 (Fig. 1a). Using sparse noise stimuli, we mapped the 
structure of spatial RFs on the basis of calcium signals observed in 
individual dendritic spines and nearby dendritic stretches (Fig. 1b–e). 
We isolated synaptic responses of individual spines by removing the 
contribution of the dendritic calcium signal from the spine calcium 
signal using robust regression20,21 (Extended Data Fig. 1; see Methods 
and Extended Data Fig. 9 for controls). We found that 49% of spines 
were visually responsive (n =  1,017 of 2,072 spines, 21 mice), and 69% 
of those exhibited significant spatial RFs (Fig. 1e; RF size =  211 ±  78 
square degrees, mean ±  s.d.). The spatial RF describes the relative  
position of ON (response to light increments) and OFF (response to 
light decrements) subfields in visual space, and provides information 
about visual features to which a neuron is most sensitive, including 
their orientation, phase, spatial frequency, location and size.

We first asked how spines with different visual feature preferences 
were distributed along the dendrite and if neighbouring spines shared 
preferences for visual features. As a measure of RF similarity, we com-
puted a pixel-by-pixel correlation coefficient between pairs of RF maps8. 
On average, spatial RF correlations were weakly positive (0.1 ±  0.2, 
mean ±  s.d.), but RF shapes and positions were very diverse, and 
only a small fraction of inputs shared highly similar RF maps (Figs 1f,  
4.4% spine pairs with spatial RF correlation > 0.5). Notably, nearby 
spines were more likely to have correlated RF maps than spines 
 further apart (Fig. 1g, P =  0.002). Consistent with previous results20, 
this  clustering did not depend on similarity of orientation preference  
(Fig. 1h, P =  0.7), as determined from the apposition angle of ON 
and OFF subfields of each RF (Extended Data Fig. 2; see Methods), 
but instead on the co-localization of RF subfields in visual space 
(Extended Data Fig. 3). Therefore, synaptic inputs tend to cluster over 
short  dendritic distances if they respond to similar visual features that 
occupy similar regions in visual space, consistent with observations that 
neighbouring inputs are more frequently co-active22.

To compare response properties of synaptic inputs with those of 
the postsynaptic cell, we also mapped the spatial RFs of dendrites on 
which the spines resided (Figs 1d and 2a). Dendritic calcium signals 
extended across entire branches within the imaged region (correlation 
coefficient between dendritic segments =  0.91 ±  0.08), and RFs derived 
from dendritic activity closely resembled those derived from calcium 
signals in the cell body (Extended Data Fig. 4). Under our experimental  
conditions, most dendritic signals thus probably arose from action 
potentials back-propagating from the soma or were generated in the 
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dendrite but induced somatic action potentials23,24. Therefore, we 
used global dendritic signals as a proxy for the output activity of the 
postsynaptic neuron. Computing the distance in visual space between 
RF  centres of the postsynaptic neuron and its spines allowed us to 
 determine the distribution of inputs from different parts of the visual 
field (Fig. 2a). Although the majority of inputs overlapped retinotopi-
cally (43% spines, 243 of 563, spine–dendrite RF centre distance < 15°), 
the RFs of 28% of spines (159 of 563) were separated by more than 30° 
from the neuron’s RF and therefore provided visual information from 
positions outside of the neuron’s classical RF (Fig. 2a, b). The majority 
of synaptic inputs with displaced RFs probably originate from neurons 
> 200 μ m apart (Extended Data Fig. 5) or from sources outside of V1. 
These retinotopically displaced visual inputs were more numerous on 
more superficial neurons and dendrites, and on higher-order dendrites 
further away from the cell body (Fig. 2c, d and Extended Data Fig. 6).  
We found a coarse retinotopic organization of visual inputs across 
the dendritic tree with a significant gradient in visual space elevation 
relative to the postsynaptic cell’s RF, consistent with the direction of 
retinotopic gradients in mouse V1 (Extended Data Fig. 7).

We next determined the relationship between the visual feature 
preferences of synaptic inputs and the postsynaptic neuron, and 
 examined how this relationship changes as a function of RF sepa-
ration. Of  synaptic inputs whose RFs largely overlapped with that 

of the postsynaptic neuron (RF centre distance < 15°), many pre-
ferred  orientations similar to that of the postsynaptic neuron, while 
fewer inputs preferred orthogonal orientations (Fig. 2e, P <  0.0001, 
 permutation test). These results are consistent with previous studies 
showing functionally  specific connectivity in local networks in visual 
cortex7–10.

By contrast, little is known about the functional properties of synaptic  
inputs originating from cells that process visual information remote 
from the RF of the postsynaptic neuron, even though these consti-
tute a substantial fraction of inputs onto cortical neurons. We found 
that synaptic inputs with RFs displaced by more than 30° from the 
RF of the postsynaptic cell also showed functional specificity, with 
the majority of inputs preferring orientations similar to the postsyn-
aptic neuron (Fig. 2f, P =  0.02). Notably, however, this organization 
of connectivity strongly depended on the position of the input RFs 
relative to the RF of the postsynaptic cell (Fig. 3). Specifically, the rela-
tionship between  orientation preference and connectivity was only 
apparent for inputs with RFs displaced in visual space along or close 
to the axis of the postsynaptic neuron’s RF orientation (‘co-axial visual 
space’, P =  0.001; Fig. 3a, b, d). By contrast, retinotopically displaced 
inputs from the axis orthogonal to the postsynaptic neuron’s RF ori-
entation were less numerous (‘orthogonal visual space’, 39%, 62 of 159 
visually displaced RFs), and they were not biased towards sharing the 
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Figure 1 | Dendritic clustering of synaptic inputs with similar receptive 
fields. a, Z-projection of a layer 2/3 neuron expressing GCaMP6s in 
mouse V1. b, Schematic of receptive field (RF) mapping stimuli and a 
representative calcium fluorescence trace of the dendrite in c. c, Dendritic 
segment indicated in a. d, Raw (top), smoothed (middle) and combined 
(bottom) ON and OFF RF subfield maps from calcium signals extracted 
from the ROI over the dendrite shown in c. a.u., arbitrary units. Colour 
intensity denotes response strength to light increments (ON, red) and 
light decrements (OFF, blue). e, Spine calcium signals after removal 
of the dendritic component (top row), smoothed RFs (middle row), 
and orientation preference derived from the RFs (bottom row) of the 
example spines in c. f, The distribution of pairwise spatial RF correlation 

coefficients for all imaged spine pairs (n =  3,966 spine pairs, 74 dendrites, 
21 mice). Triangle indicates median. Inset, example matrix of correlation 
coefficients of RFs from the spines in e. g, h, Relationship between 
the dendritic distance separating pairs of spines and their spatial RF 
correlation coefficients (g) and between spine-pair distances and the 
difference in their orientation preference (h, Δ Orientation). Shading 
represent s.e.m. P values from permutation test. Inset, the distribution 
of correlation coefficients between spine-pair distance and spatial RF 
correlation (g), or difference in orientation preference (h) for individual 
dendrites. P values from Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n =  3,728 spine pairs, 
39 dendrites, 18 mice.
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Figure 2 | Organisation of synaptic inputs 
from extended regions of visual space. 
a, Example RFs for two spine–dendrite 
pairs with either overlapping (top) or 
displaced RFs (bottom). Dashed lines 
indicate the dendrite RF Gabor fit outline. 
b, Distribution of distances in visual 
space between the RFs of spines and their 
corresponding dendrite. n =  62 dendrites, 
21 mice. c, Mean spine–dendrite RF 
distance as a function of branch order of 
the imaged dendritic segment. Error bars 
represent s.e.m. d, Mean spine–dendrite 
RF distance as a function of the physical 
distance between spine and soma along 
the dendritic tree. e, f, The frequency 
of spines as a function of the difference 
between their preferred orientation 
and that of the corresponding dendrite 
(ΔOrientation), for spine–dendrite pairs 
with retinotopically overlapping RFs (e) 
and for retinotopically displaced inputs 
(f). The numbers above bars indicate the 
number of spine–dendrite pairs. P values 
are derived from permutation tests (see 
Methods).
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Figure 3 | Preferential synaptic input from neurons with co-oriented 
and co-axially aligned receptive fields. a, Two example dendrite RFs 
with two retinotopically displaced spine RFs each. The visual field was 
divided into two sectors relative to the orientation of the dendrite RF: 
the co-axial visual space refers to the region around the orientation axis 
of the RF (between − 45° and + 45°) running through its centre, the 
orthogonal region occupies the remainder of visual space. b, c, Position 
in visual space and orientation difference relative to the dendrite RF of 
spines with displaced RFs located in co-axial (b, 97 spines) or orthogonal 
(c, 62 spines) visual space. Circles indicate individual spines. Colour 
denotes the difference in orientation preference (Δ Orientation) between 
the spine and dendrite. d, e, The frequency of spines with displaced RFs 
as a function of the difference in their preferred orientation from that of 

the corresponding dendrite for spines with RFs located in co-axial (d) or 
orthogonal (e) visual space. Schematics above illustrate the relationship 
between spine and dendrite RFs for each bin. Spine numbers are indicated 
above bars. P values from permutation tests, n =  44 dendrites, 17 mice. 
f, Left, representative natural image. Green and purple squares represent 
co-axially and orthogonally displaced image sub-regions from a reference 
sub-region (red square). Local dominant orientation (Ori) of sub-regions 
is indicated below. Right, probability of co-occurrence of features with 
similar orientations (Δ Orientation < 30°) in natural images for pairs of 
image features spatially displaced co-axially or orthogonally according to 
their orientation. The two distributions are significantly different for all 
displacements beyond 2° (2–50°, bin size of 2°, P <  0.01, Wilcoxon rank 
sum tests, Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).
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 postsynaptic  neuron’s orientation preference, but were as likely to prefer 
 orthogonal orientations (Fig. 3c, e, P =  0.7). The structure, size and 
goodness of Gaussian fit of input RFs in co-axial and orthogonal visual 
space were similar as well as their distribution along the dendritic tree  
(see Methods, all P values > 0.1, Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests). Thus 
neurons with displaced RFs preferentially connect if their RFs are 
co-oriented and aligned along the axis of their preferred orientation. 
This functionally specific connectivity between neurons  processing 
 different parts of visual space matches the statistics of edge co- 
occurrence in natural images, wherein edges of the same orientation 
occur more often along a common axis (Fig. 3f; see Methods)18,25.

In this study we show that individual L2/3 pyramidal cells in mouse 
visual cortex receive diverse excitatory inputs encoding distinct visual 
features from an expansive area of the visual field. Inputs  representing 
similar visual features from overlapping locations in visual space were 
more likely to terminate on nearby spines, consistent with the idea that 
co-active inputs cluster on dendritic branches21,22. Neighbouring inputs 
might cooperate to generate nonlinear dendritic events that  contribute 
to a neuron’s output23,24. On average, synaptic input was functionally 
biased for the stimulus orientation preferred by the postsynaptic 
 neuron, consistent with previous work7–10,20,21. However,  retinotopically 
displaced inputs provided specific contextual  information, whereby 
neurons representing the same orientations preferentially connected 
if their RFs were separated along the axis of their preferred orientation. 
Our results are in keeping with predictions of studies in visual cortex 
of higher mammals, which revealed an anisotropic spread of axonal 
projections13,15,16 and correlated firing of L5 and L6 neurons with over-
lapping RFs and matched orientation preference26, but which could 
not determine the functional identity of inputs received by individual 
neurons.

Potential sources of input from regions of visual space outside a 
neuron’s RF include lateral axonal connections within V1, as well as 
projections from the thalamus or feedback from higher visual areas1,3,27. 
Irrespective of the sources of retinotopically displaced inputs, the  
preferential connectivity between neurons with co-linearly aligned RFs 
may arise via activity-dependent mechanisms of synaptic plasticity 
driven by the exposure to extended contours in the visual environment. 
Indeed, the composition of retinotopically displaced inputs reflects 
the long-range image statistics of natural scenes, in which co-linearly 
aligned edges are enriched (Fig. 3f)18,25. Thus the patterns of  synaptic 
connectivity may store the history of correlated firing of feature  
detectors in primary visual cortex28.

Neurons with co-axially aligned and orientation-matched RFs would 
be co-activated by contours or edges extending in visual space, and 
may thus contribute to the facilitation of V1 responses by collinearly 
arranged line segments17,29,30. This specific organization of long-range 
connectivity, in combination with feedback from other cortical areas4, 
provides a plausible circuit substrate for perceptual phenomena such 
as edge detection, visual contour integration and object grouping17,18.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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MethOds
Animals and surgical procedures. All experimental procedures were carried out 
in accordance with institutional animal welfare guidelines, and licensed by the 
Veterinary Office of the Canton of Basel, Switzerland. Experiments in this study 
were performed in 31 male and female C57BL/6 mice, aged 2–4 months (spine RF 
mapping: 21 mice; neural population RF mapping: 7 mice; somatic and dendritic 
RF mapping: 3 mice).

Prior to surgery, the animals were injected with dexamethasone (2 mg kg−1), 
atropine (0.05–0.1 mg kg−1) and analgesics (carprofen, 5 mg kg−1). General 
anaesthesia was induced with a mixture of fentanyl (0.05 mg kg−1), midazolam 
(5.0 mg kg−1), and medetomidine (0.5 mg kg−1). Viral injection and window 
implantation were performed as described previously20,31. In brief, a craniotomy 
was performed over right V1 and for spine imaging 90–120 nl of a mixture of highly 
diluted AAV9-CaMKII-Cre (1:20,000) and AAV2/1-Syn-Flex-GCaMP6s-WPRE 
or AAV2/1-CAG-Flex-mRuby2-2A-GCaMP6s-WPRE was injected using a glass 
pipette and a pressure injection  system (Picospritzer III, Parker) to achieve sparse 
labelling of 5–10 pyramidal cells. For population imaging 90 nl of AAV2/1-Syn-
Flex-GCaMP6s-WPRE mixed with AAV9-CaMKII-Cre (1:1,000) or AAV2/1-
Syn-GCaMP6s-WPRE were injected instead. The skin was sutured shut after the 
injections. Two to four weeks after virus injection a 4-mm diameter  craniotomy  
was made over right V1 and was sealed with a glass coverslip and cyanoacrylate 
glue (UltraGel, Pattex). A head plate was attached to the skull using dental cement 
(Heraeus Sulzer or C&B). Animals were given antibiotics and analgesics (enroflox-
acin 5 mg kg−1, buprenorphine 0.1 mg kg−1) at the end of surgeries and repeatedly 
during recovery. Imaging started at least 4 days later.
Two-photon calcium imaging and visual stimulation. For imaging, mice were 
lightly anaesthetized with chlorprothixene (1 mg kg−1) and isoflurane (0.4–0.8% 
in 1:1 mixture of N2O and O2). Atropine was given to slightly dilate the pupil 
and reduce mucus secretion. Eyes were covered with eye ointment (Maxitrol). 
The ointment was reduced to a thin layer during imaging on the eye contra-
lateral to the imaged hemisphere to keep it moist. The ipsilateral eye remained 
covered. Rectal temperature was kept constant at 37 °C via a heating pad (DC 
Temperature Controller, FHC). The pupil position was monitored throughout 
each experiment.

Imaging was performed using a commercial resonance scanning two-photon 
microscope (B-Scope; Thorlabs) and a Mai Tai DeepSee laser (SpectraPhysics) 
at 930 nm with a 40×  water-immersion objective (0.8 NA; Olympus). Images 
of 512 ×  512 pixels with fields of view of approximately 30 ×  30 μ m (dendritic 
 imaging) or approximately 450 ×  450 μ m (neuronal population imaging) or 
approximately 250 ×  250 μ m (soma and dendrite imaging) were acquired at a frame 
rate of 15 Hz using ScanImage 4.2 (ref. 32). For population imaging  experiments 
and comparison of dendritic and somatic calcium signals, a piezo z-scanner 
(P-726.1CD, Physik Instrumente) was used to rapidly move the  objective in the 
z axis and acquire 2 image planes simultaneously at 15 Hz frame rate,  separated 
by 10–50 μ m in depth. The power supply of the monitor backlight was controlled 
using a custom-built circuit33 to present visual stimuli only in-between the 
 scanning of two subsequent lines.

Visual stimuli were generated in MATLAB using Psychophysics Toolbox34 
and presented on a calibrated LCD monitor (60 Hz refresh rate) positioned 20 cm 
from the left eye at approximately 45° to the long axis of the animal, covering 
approximately 110 ×  80° of visual space. At the beginning of each experiment, 
the appropriate retinotopic position in visual cortex was determined using small 
grating stimuli at 12 positions arranged in a 4 ×  3 grid. The monitor was positioned 
such that the preferred retinotopic position of the imaged neurons was roughly 
centred on the screen.

Receptive field mapping stimuli consisted of black (< 0.05 candela m−2) and 
white (43 candela m−2) squares of 8 ×  8° on a grey background (23 candela m−2). 
The squares were presented one at a time and in random order at one of 120  positions 
(12 ×  10 matrix covering a total area of 96 ×  80°; each position was repeated  
12 times). The presentation rate was around 1.7 Hz and the duration of each 
 stimulus was approximately 0.4 s, followed by 0.2 s blank screen. Sinusoidal  gratings 
(0.03 cycles per degree, measured at the shortest distance between the eye and 
the  monitor, 2 Hz, 100% contrast) drifting in 12 different directions for 1.5 s were 
 presented randomly and were interleaved with a grey screen (around 2 s) between 
grating presentations. Each grating direction was repeated 10–12 times.

To measure visually evoked calcium signals in dendritic spines, individual 
 neurons in layer 2/3 were selected for imaging based on several criteria: the 
 baseline fluorescence of dendritic branches was high enough for dendritic spines 
to be  visible, the nucleus was devoid of GCaMP6s expression, and cells exhibited 
 selective visual responses and defined spatial receptive fields. After each recording, 
the focal plane and imaging position was checked and realigned with the initial 
image plane if necessary, and dendrites were carefully monitored for indications of 

photo damage. Z-stacks of individual cells and their dendritic arbors were acquired 
after dendritic imaging by averaging 20 frames per plane using 1-μ m z-steps. Each 
animal was imaged repeatedly over the course of 4–5 weeks.
Data analysis. All analyses were performed in MATLAB (MathWorks). Image 
stacks were registered35 to a 200-frame average to correct for xy motion. Spine, 
dendrite and single-cell soma regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn manually. 
For population imaging data, a semi-automated algorithm was used to detect cell 
outlines, which were subsequently confirmed by visual inspection. This algorithm 
was based on morphological measurements of cell intensity, size and shape. The 
cell-based ROIs were then eroded to reduce the influence of the neuropil signal 
around the cell bodies.

All pixels within each ROI were averaged to yield a time course. Calcium Δ F/F0 
signals were obtained by using the median between the 10th and 70th  percentile 
over the entire fluorescence distribution as F0. The Δ F/F trace was high-pass 
 filtered at a cut-off frequency of 0.02 Hz to remove slow fluctuations in the signal. 
Single spine calcium signals were isolated from global dendritic signals using a 
subtraction procedure described previously20 (Extended Data Fig. 1). Dendritic 
signals were removed from spine signals by subtracting a scaled version of the 
dendritic shaft signal where the scaling factor equals the slope of a robust regression 
(MATLAB function robustfit.m). For verification, we repeated the main analyses 
after selecting only those spines that showed no trial-to-trial correlation with the 
dendritic shaft signal after dendritic signal subtraction (77% spines, correlation 
coefficient not significantly different to trial shuffled controls, P >  0.01, Wilcoxon 
rank sum test; Extended Data Fig. 9). Importantly, for spines with RFs displaced 
from that of the dendrite, we re-extracted RFs after removing the trials during 
which the dendrite was active (defined as those trials in which the activity of the 
dendrite exceeded the mean average activity of all stimulus positions plus three 
standard deviations). 96% of spines still showed significant RFs which were highly 
similar to those computed from all trials and results were not changed (Extended 
Data Fig. 9). A fast non-negative deconvolution was used to denoise the calcium 
signals36. We found no difference between data obtained from apical or basal  
dendrites, these were therefore combined for all subsequent analysis.
RF estimation. The ON and OFF subfields of spatial RFs were derived separately 
by analysing the responses to white and black stimulus patches, respectively.  
A response was defined as the mean denoised calcium signal in a window of 
three to five frames. Usually the first frame that reached significance over the 
120  stimulus positions (P <  0.05, one-way ANOVA) was the first frame of the 
response window. In some cases the response window was optimized through 
visual  inspection. A one-way ANOVA across the 120 stimulus positions was then 
calculated for the averaged response within the defined response window. ROIs 
that did not pass this test for either subfield were excluded from further analysis. 
Raw RFs represent the mean response at each of the 12 ×  10 stimulus positions. 
The raw RF was interpolated at 1° resolution, z-scored and smoothed with an 
11 ×  11° square filter. We then calculated the amount of overlap between the ON 
and OFF RFs as

∩
∪

=overlap ON OFF
ON OFF

where ON and OFF are the regions of visual space covered by ON and OFF 
 subfields, respectively, after thresholding at 2 standard deviations above the mean. 
In the rare cases in which more than one region remained after this step, all but 
the one containing the strongest average response were removed. Thresholding 
of RF subfields and removal of additional subfields was only used to quantify the 
RF size and the degree of RF overlap. For ROIs with overlap < 0.6 we combined 
the two maps by scaling them according to the significance of each subfield and 
assigning positive values to the smoothed ON subfield and negative values to the 
smoothed OFF subfield. The combined smoothed RF was parameterized by fitting 
a two-dimensional Gabor function using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. 
The Gabor function is described by
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θ θ′ = − − −x x c y c( )cos ( )sinx y

θ θ′ = − + −y x c y c( )sin ( )cosx y

These equations describe an underlying two-dimensional cosine grating 
 parameterized by θ (orientation), f  (spatial frequency) and ϕ (phase), which  
is enveloped by a two-dimensional Gaussian function parameterized by  
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A  (amplitude), (cx, cx) (centre of the Gaussian) and σx and σy (standard deviations 
of the Gaussian perpendicular to and parallel to the axis of the grating, respectively).
The quality of the Gabor fit was assessed evaluating the summed square of  residuals 
(SSE, obtained from the fit.m function in MATLAB). Only ROIs with SSE  
< 6.5 ×  10−9 and a Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the Gabor fit and the 
smoothed RF > 0.4 were included for further analyses. The Gabor fits were used to 
compare the amount of subfield overlap between pairs of spines (Extended Data 
Fig. 3). In this case, ON subfields were defined as the region in which pixels of the 
Gabor fit were > 20% of maximum absolute value, max(abs(Gabor fit)) . Similarly, 
OFF subfields were defined as the region in which pixels of the Gabor fit were  
< 20% of the negative of the maximum absolute value, −max(abs(Gabor fit)) . The 
amount of overlap was defined as

∩
∪

=
A B
A B

overlap

where A and B are the regions of visual space covered by the spine A and spine B 
ON, OFF, or both subfields.

A pixel-to-pixel Pearson’s correlation coefficient of smoothed RFs was used as 
a measure of RF similarity. The orientation of the RFs was obtained from the Gabor 
fits (variable θ from the Gabor function) and the distance between RFs was calcu-
lated from the centre between the ON and OFF subfields in the Gabor fit. Each 
spine RF separated by more than 30° from the dendrite RF was assigned to co- axial 
or orthogonal visual space according to the position of its RF centre relative to the 
position of the dendrite RF centre and orientation (Fig. 3a). The co-axial space was 
defined as the visual space up to 45° on either side of the axis extending along the 
orientation of the dendritic RF, running through the dendrite RF centre (also 
referred to as the collinear axis). Conversely, the orthogonal space was the 
 remaining visual space, beyond 45° off the dendritic RF’s collinear axis (see  
Fig. 3a). Receptive field structure and size were similar between RFs in co-axial 
and orthogonal space as measured by σx σy of the RF Gabor fit and their ratio, the 
orientation of the RFs and the area and axis length of the subfields (all P values  
> 0.1, Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests). Moreover, errors of the Gabor fits and the 
correlation between the Gabor fits and the raw RFs were similar (all P values > 0.7) 
and calcium responses in the two populations of spines showed similarly few co- 
occurring dendritic events and similarly low correlation with the dendritic calcium 
signal (P >  0.4).

To examine the retinotopic organization of synaptic inputs onto V1 neurons 
(Extended Data Fig. 7), we combined spine data from all cells with known cell 
body position. We correlated the relative RF positions of spines (separately for 
elevation and azimuth) with the location of the spine ROI in cortical space relative 
to the cell body on a series of axes parallel to the cortical surface spanning 360° at 1° 
intervals. The direction with the highest correlation between relative RF positions 
and relative cortical position of all spines was taken as the direction of the retino-
topic gradient for azimuth and elevation, respectively. For multiple comparisons, a 
Kruskal–Wallis test was followed by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Reported P values 
are Bonferroni-corrected. The same procedure was repeated after averaging the 
relative RF position and cortical position of all spines with significant RFs on each 
dendrite (Extended Data Fig. 7c).
Receptive field transformation. To combine the position and orientation of all 
spine RFs (relative to dendritic RFs) in a common coordinate framework (Fig. 3b, c),  
we rotated the dendritic RFs such that their orientation was vertical (θ= 0) and 
then translated them such that their centres were aligned at the same position 
(Extended Data Fig. 8a). The parameters of this transformation were then used to 
transform the RFs of all spines to maintain the spatial relationship of their RF to 
that of their parent dendrite (Extended Data Fig. 8b)8,37.
Grating responses. As a quality control for the RF fitting, the orientation 
 preference of spine signals derived from the RF structure was compared to that 
inferred from drifting gratings (Extended Data Fig. 2). The de-noised calcium 
signal  averaged over the stimulus period was taken as the response to each grating 
direction. Responses from different trials were averaged to obtain the orientation 
tuning curve. First, the preferred orientation (θpref) of the cell was determined as 
the stimulus that produced the strongest response. The orientation tuning curve 
was then fitted, with the sum of two Gaussians centred on θpref and θpref +  π , of 
different amplitudes A1 and A2, both with equal width σ (constrained to > 15°), 
and a constant baseline B. The preferred direction was adjusted by the angle at 
which the fitted tuning curve attained its maximum. The preferred orientation was 
taken as the modulus of the preferred direction to 180°. The mean firing rates for 
the different stimulus directions were tested for differences by one-way ANOVA. 
Only spines or dendrites with P <  0.01 and R2 for the orientation tuning curve 
fitting > 0.7 were included for further analysis.
Population RFs. The same RF mapping protocol and analysis was repeated at the 
population level, with the exception that the median of the responses, instead of the 

mean, was used to estimate the ON and OFF RFs. The cortical distance between 
a pair of cells was defined as the Euclidean distance between the centre of mass of 
their cell bodies in the imaged plane. Because the size of the imaged field of view 
determines the distribution of cell pair distances in the sampled population, we 
estimated the likelihood of finding a RF distance as the probability of a given RF 
distance for the sample of the cell pairs within a given range of cell pair distances 
using 50-μ m intervals (Extended Data Fig. 5).
Cell morphology. We used the Simple Neurite Tracer plugin from ImageJ to 
 analyse the z-stacks of individual cells and trace the imaged dendrites back to the 
cell body. We measured the distance along the dendrite between spines and the 
cell body after smoothing the traced skeleton with a moving average  window of  
4 pixels. We determined the branch order of imaged dendritic segments based on 
the  number of bifurcations from the cell body, together with changes in branch 
 thickness or trajectory after a bifurcation. To study the relationship between 
 physical distance and RF properties of spines, we measured the inter-spine 
 anatomical distances along traced dendrites making the simplifying approximation 
that the dendritic segment is one-dimensional rather than a tube.
Analysis of natural images. A set of 375 black and white images from the BBC 
documentary The Life of Mammals (2002), depicting natural scenes such as 
landscapes, animals or humans, of 384 ×  208 pixels in size, was used to analyse 
the co-occurrence of similarly oriented edges in natural scenes. Each image was 
divided into multiple sub-regions of 36 pixels, equivalent to 16° in our stimulus 
display settings, corresponding to roughly twice the average size of an ON and OFF 
subdomain (approximately 8°diameter). For each image sub-region we detected 
edges using the Prewitt method (function edge.m, MATLAB) and analysed the 
orientations of the detected edges performing a Hough transformation (using the 
function Hough.m, MATLAB). We defined the local orientation for that image 
sub-region as that with the highest variance in the Standard Hough Transform 
matrix of the image. A variance threshold of 3.5 was set to match the visual percep-
tion of edges in a subset of images. Image sub-regions were considered ‘oriented’ 
if the variance exceeded this threshold and ‘non-oriented’ otherwise. Varying  
the threshold did not change the results (data not shown). In relation to each  
image sub-region we then calculated the proportion of other image sub-regions 
with similar orientations (Δ orientation <  30°) in the collinear axis of the sub- 
region’s orientation and the axis orthogonal to it as a function of distance  
(Fig. 3f).
Statistics. All statistical tests used in the manuscript were non-parametric, with 
no assumptions concerning normality or equality of variances. Statistical signifi-
cance of sample distributions of the difference in orientation preference between 
dendrites and spines were determined with a permutation test (Figs 2e, f, 3d, e 
and Extended Data Fig. 9a–c, h, i). Permutation tests do not assume normality of 
underlying distributions, nor need the observations be independent. We  randomly 
permuted the preferred orientation of the spines, calculated the difference in 
 orientation preference between dendrites and spines for this shuffled data set and 
computed the mean of the distribution. We repeated this procedure 10000 times to 
obtain a distribution of values, and calculated the fraction of values  exceeding the 
actual value of the non-permuted data. For Fig. 2c, d, the randomization  procedure 
involved randomly permuting the RF distance for spine–dendrite pairs and then 
calculating an F statistic for the shuffled dataset. This procedure was repeated 
10,000 times in order to assess the percentage of repetitions that produce F  values 
greater than those obtained for the non-permuted data. This percentage then 
 provided an estimate of the P values associated with RF distance effects under the 
null hypothesis. This procedure preserves the number of data points in each bin, 
addressing the problem of having few data points for a given group.

For Fig. 1g and Extended Data Fig. 9d the inter-spine distance was binned 
and the mean spatial RF correlation for spine pairs within each bin was calcu-
lated independently for each dendrite. The permutation test was performed by 
randomly permuting the spatial RF correlations within the different dendrites. 
Only dendrites with more than six spines with significant RFs were included 
in this analysis. The same analysis was applied for the similarity in orientation 
preference instead of spatial RF correlation in Fig. 1h and Extended Data Fig. 9e. 
These analyses were performed on the level of dendrites rather than individual 
spines to provide very conservative statistics, to avoid potential overestimation of 
significance owing to the large number of spine pairs, and because of the combi-
nation of dependent and independent data. Pooling all data and performing the 
permutation test on individual spine pairs gave very similar results. Other statis-
tical tests used are described in the main text or the figure legends. No statistical 
methods were used to predetermine sample size, but sample sizes are consistent 
with those generally employed in the field. The experiments were not randomized. 
The investigators were not blinded to allocation during experiments and outcome 
assessment.
Code and data availability. Data and custom code are available upon reasonable 
request.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Isolation of spine-specific signals using robust 
regression. a, Calcium signal in the spine as a function of the signal in 
the corresponding dendritic shaft for one example spine. The slope of the 
robust fit (red dashed line), which indicates the contribution of dendritic 
activity to the spine signal, was used as a scaling factor. The scaled dendrite 

signal was then subtracted from the spine signal. b, Example traces of 
the calcium signal in the dendrite (top), the signal in the spine and the 
estimated dendritic component (scaled dendrite signal, middle) and the 
isolated spine-specific signal after subtraction (bottom).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | The relationship between orientation 
preference derived from spine RFs and drifting grating responses.  
a, Smoothed RFs (top), and orientation preference extracted from the 
RFs (bottom) for three example spines. a.u., arbitrary units. b, Example 
orientation tuning curves obtained using sinusoidal gratings for the 
same spines as in a. Normalized responses were fitted with the sum of 
two Gaussians (see Methods). Error bars indicate s.e.m. c, Polar plots 

of the grating responses above in b. d, Correspondence of orientation 
preference derived from responses to drifting gratings and from the RF 
Gabor fit of individual spines. Correlation coefficient and P value from 
circular correlation, n =  89 spines. e, The frequency of spines as a function 
of the difference in their orientation preference derived from RFs and 
grating responses (Δ  Orientation). The majority of spines show similar 
orientation preferences for the two methods.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | The relationship between spine pair distance 
and different visual response properties. a–g, Dendritic separation of 
spines pairs versus RF similarity (a, spatial RF correlation coefficients), 
ON subfield correlation coefficient (b), OFF subfield correlation 
coefficient (c), ON +  OFF RF overlap (d, see Methods), RF centre  

distance (e), difference in orientation preference (f, Δ  Orientation), and 
correlation coefficient of calcium signals (g, total correlation). n =  3,966 
spine pairs, 74 dendrites, 21 mice. Blue shading represents the 95% 
confidence interval of the mean.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Simultaneous imaging of dendritic and 
somatic calcium signals. a, Two imaging planes separated by 10 μ m 
comprising the soma and dendrites of a V1 layer 2/3 neuron expressing 
GCaMP6s. Dashed red lines indicate 13 dendritic ROIs from the same 
neuron. b, RFs calculated from calcium signals in the cell body and in the 

dendritic ROIs indicated in a. Numbers in the upper right corner of the 
dendritic RF maps indicate correlation with the somatic RF map.  
c, The frequency of dendrite ROIs as a function of the similarity of  
their RF with that of the soma (pixel-by-pixel RF map correlation).  
The majority of dendrites show similar RFs to that of the soma.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Relationship between the physical distance 
of somata and the distance of their RFs. a, Example imaging region 
with layer 2/3 neurons expressing GCaMP6s. b, Median physical cell 
body distance of all cell pairs as a function of the distance in visual space 

of their RFs. Shading indicates 95% confidence interval. c, Likelihood 
of encountering cell pairs with overlapping (< 15° distance, red) and 
displaced (> 30° distance, blue) RFs for different physical cell body 
distances.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Anatomical location of spines with 
retinotopically displaced RFs. a–d, Distance in visual space of the RFs of 
spines from that of the parent neuron as a function of the physical distance 
between spine and soma measured along the dendritic tree (a), of the 

dendritic branch order of the dendrite (b), of the depth of the  
soma beneath the cortical surface (c), and of the depth of the imaged 
dendrite (d).
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Retinotopic organization of visual inputs.  
a, Position of coloured dots indicates the cortical position of spines relative 
to the cell body on a plane parallel to the cortical surface. Dots are colour-
coded according to the spines’ RF position in visual field elevation (left) 
and visual field azimuth (right) relative to the parent neuron’s RF. Spines 
from all cells are combined, aligned to the cell body position shown  
by the black dot. Arrows indicate axes of cortical space that correlate  
best with changes in receptive field elevation (left) or azimuth (right).  

b, Relationship between RF distance in elevation (left) and azimuth (right) 
and cortical distance of spines and soma in the direction of the best fit as 
indicated by arrows in a. c, Relationship between RF distance in elevation 
(left) and azimuth (right) and cortical distance of dendrites and soma in 
the direction of the best fit as indicated by arrows in a, after averaging 
the position and RF elevation or RF azimuth of all spines on the same 
dendritic branch. M, medial; A, anterior. n =  32 dendrites, 15 mice (all 
dendrites for which the cell body position was recovered).
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Transformation of dendrite and spine RFs. 
Transformation of RFs of dendrites and their corresponding spines 
for pooling of all spine RFs in Fig. 3b, c. a, To combine the position 
and orientation of all spine RFs relative to dendritic RFs in a common 
coordinate framework, we rotated the dendritic RFs such that their 
orientation was vertical and then translated them such that their centres 
were aligned at the same position. The parameters of this transformation 

were then used to transform the RFs of all spines to maintain the spatial 
relationship of their RF to that of their parent dendrite. b, RFs of two 
example dendrites and two of their corresponding spines before (top) 
and after transformation (bottom) as described in a. The visual space was 
defined as co-axial (green) or orthogonal (purple) relative to the centre 
and orientation of the dendrite RF.
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Control analysis for potential artefacts caused 
by global dendritic signals. a–e, Main analyses repeated after including 
only spines with responses not significantly correlated with the activity 
of their corresponding dendrite (see Methods, n =  522 spines, 26% of 
spines removed). a, Corresponds to Fig. 2e. b, Corresponds to Fig. 3d. 
c, Corresponds to Fig. 3e. d, Corresponds to Fig. 1g. e, Corresponds to 
Fig. 1h. f–i, Analyses of displaced spine RFs repeated after excluding 

all stimulus presentation trials in which the dendrite showed a calcium 
transient. f, Example RFs computed including all trials (top) or only trials 
in which the dendrite was not active (bottom). Numbers in the upper right 
corner indicate spatial RF correlation between the two RFs. g, Frequency 
of spines as a function of the similarity of their RF maps (spatial RF 
correlation) computed with and without trials with dendrite activity.  
h, Corresponds to Fig. 3d. i, Corresponds to Fig. 3e.
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